Technology

Genelec GLM 4
Managing monitors — THOMAS LUND
explains the science of listening

G

LM 4 is the fourth generation of the Genelec
Loudspeaker Manager software, designed to
calibrate and control professional monitoring
systems consisting of a wide range of Genelec
Smart Active Monitors (SAM) and subwoofers.
Despite tightly controlled directivity and point source design, two
company hallmarks, it is still important to minimise the unwanted acoustic
influences of a listening room, following placement of the monitors.
GLM calibration ensures reference listening conditions to be met, and
therefore good translation to other rooms, including clubs, cinemas,
headphones etc. Based on continuous research and data gathering from
thousands of studios around the world, each generation of the software
has seen improvements and new features added, version 4 being no
exception. The evolutional concept also reflects Genelec’s goal of
providing a long life for its designs, facilitating improvements of monitors
and subwoofers that have been ten years in the field or even more, for
instance 8200 and 7200 series models.
GLM 4 comes as another free upgrade, and the graphical user
interface has had a complete makeover by renown Finnish designer, Harri
Koskinen, who is also the mastermind behind the physical appearance of
most Genelec monitors. His Nordic roots shine through in the UI too,
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revolving around an element representing
unlimited, natural growth: the hexagon.
The seamless growth potential is an elegant
feature of GLM 4, because no downsides or
hurdles are introduced as more channels are
added to an existing setup, regardless if it
happens one step at a time. There are no
sudden penalties when going from single stereo
to multiple stereo, when adding one or more
subwoofers; or even when building huge,
immersive monitoring systems.
GLM 4 has also seen monitor control
functionality boosted with new touch screen
compatibility, solo and mutes have been
enhanced; and immersive systems consisting of
more than 80 devices are supported. This takes
the application into new territory as an
indispensible monitor control companion for
DAWs, where processing and physical output
resources need not be tied-up on monitoring,
adding to an all-round enhanced user
experience.
GLM 4 runs on Windows and Mac including
macOS 10.15 Catalina. It enables calibration on
the local computer as well as cloud-based
calibration, with an acoustical help service and
guidance based on comprehensive, actual
room data.

Are we receivers of sensory information
from the environment, or are we actively
collecting it?
which time influences what we are even
capable of hearing. Some ways are comparable
to the capabilities needed to understand a new
language, others relate to how quickly fatigue
develops, but the primary reason is our modest

perceptual bandwidth. We simply cannot take
in sensory stimuli comprehensively nearly as
quickly as we tend to believe.
In order for accurate listening not to become
too time consuming, variables consequently

Slow listening

Are we receivers of sensory information from
the environment, or are we actively collecting
it? Numerous recent trials have concluded the
latter to be the case. Human perception is
primarily based on previous experience and
sensory verification, known as ‘active sensing’.
Considering hearing, the brain is a highly
active participant, not only in the decoding of
minute temporal information, but also as the
main element of a sense relying heavily on
internal feedback and tuning. Hearing therefore
doesn’t only have nerve impulses going from
the inner ear to the brain, it also has a
substantial number of efferent nerve fibres with
traffic going in the opposite direction.
Depending on behavioural goals, training,
experience and expectations, efferent nerve
fibres constantly send information back from
the brain to the middle and inner ears,
adjusting the reception system itself. In
principle the same as vision with its saccadic
eye movements: 99% of our visual field
primarily detects movement, and only a tiny
fraction, the fovea, registers perspective,
colour and spatial details. The brain therefore
regularly needs to move the eyes for a closer
inspection of visual details.
In contrast, the brain’s tuning of the inner
ears over a range of 80dB (!) is hidden, but
there is also an overt component to acute
listening: head and body movement. In either
case, what we hear and how we move largely
depends on what has personally been
experienced before. Furthermore, accurate
listening takes time, as various auditory events
and qualities need scrutinizing.
We recently introduced the term ‘slow
listening’, as a reminder of the many ways in
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Genelec’s DNA is
to strive for neutral
reproduction as
the pinnacle of
monitoring
have to be kept at a minimum. Listeners should
either use a room and equipment they know
intimately, or they should have plenty of time to
get to know an acoustic environment before
any subjective tests or judgements are
performed. Based on a limited perceptual
bandwidth and eight hours of dedicated
listening per day, getting to know a room and
equipment in any detail takes at least a week,
but assuming years would be safer.
Great mastering engineers therefore make
sure they have time on their side in many ways,
so the content becomes the only variable. Bob
Ludwig, for instance, even tries to avoid
listening at different sound levels because of
the time it takes to mentally re-calibrate.
Instead, clients are invited to use headphones in
case they wish to listen louder.

Headphone compatibility

Using headphones for listening is an excellent
method to check a recording for artefacts, and
for instance to be able to perform any work at
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/ 3-way loudspeakers exhibit “Christmas tree” behaviour, as each driver becomes directive with frequency

all under noisy conditions. However, the main
purpose of monitoring is to evaluate audio in a
neutral way, and to ensure good translation to
other reproduction conditions.
Standard headphones don’t fulfil those
requirements because they exclude the
influential external ear from our auditory
system, thereby breaking the link to natural
listening that we have acquired over a lifetime.
Traditional headphones cannot externalise
sound, and they also inhibit the other essential
facilitator of critical listening detailed earlier:
Active sensing.
Even when passing around the same set of

headphones, what you hear is therefore
different from what the next person hears, so a
meaningful and detailed discussion about
sound quality can really only happen between
people listening and moving in the same room.
The most coherent way of optimising
translation between headphones, if that is
expected to be the primary method of
playback, instead would be to rely on GLM 4
calibrated ultra-nearfield monitors, ideally
based on a Genelec Ones stereo system, e.g. at
50cm listening distance [I’m waiting to review
the Genelec ‘mix chair’ with 50cm head-height
monitor mounts — Ed].
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Reference monitoring

It has always been in Genelec’s DNA to strive
for neutral reproduction as the pinnacle of
monitoring, rather than aiming just at pleasing a
listener. From the earliest, pioneering active
designs of the ‘80s right through to today, the
Genelec monitoring line has therefore shown a
constant evolution towards neutrality in more
and more dimensions, like frequency response,
directivity, time, phase, immersion and
envelopment.
Taking directivity, for instance, it is
unreasonable to impose the same, arbitrary
directivity on all sources of a mix, thereby
exciting the room in biased and unpredictable
ways, unless the listener is situated in an
anechoic room or in a completely diffused one.
However, this is what most loudspeakers do, so
a 3-way model generally exhibits ‘Christmas
tree behaviour in both planes, as each driver
becomes more directive with frequency, until
the next cross-over point is reached.
Taking another evolutional step, drivers also
need to be at the same location in order not to
colour off-axis sound at the cross-over points,
or to make listener head movements produce
ambiguous results. Genelec The Ones therefore
combine those two important characteristics:
superbly controlled directivity and
uncompromised point source radiation.
GLM 4 is the binding element that intimately
knows each monitor in a system as well as the
room, and balances all the dimensions
mentioned from stereo to immersive, but
without forcing a particular sound on the user.

Personalised monitoring

With its professional auto-calibration function,
GLM 4 quickly establishes neutral monitoring
conditions for a given system, room and
listening position, or even for an unlimited
number of listening positions. However, a
primary requirement, such as a flat frequency
response of perceived direct sound, includes

both objective and subjective factors.
Adjustment for monitor and listener
placement can reduce uncertainty about the
apparent frequency response by 15-20dB, while
compensation for listening level reduces

GLM 4 establishes
neutral monitoring
for a given system,
room and listening
position

uncertainty about the perceived frequency
response by 10-15dB. Leaving both unchecked,
on the other hand, leads to an uncertainty of
the perceived frequency response by more
than 30dB, even from an excellent monitor,
pre-calibrated for a flat frequency response in
an anechoic room.
GLM 4 easily takes both ambiguities out of
monitoring, considering your specific setting;
and then the final spectral balance can be freely
tweaked and stored to fit a certain application,
or your preferred listening level. For instance, if
working with dialogue, rolling off a few dB
above 6-10kHz can improve speech intelligibility
of the content; or, if you are typically listening
below 80dB SPL, boosting the lowest octaves
enables you to perceive very low frequency
components or artefacts, that would otherwise
be below the threshold of hearing.
In case you are new to pro audio, and on the
verge of appreciating the benefits of calibrated,
neutral audio monitoring, learning to work
against a flat frequency response is
recommended. However, if you have long-time
experience using un-calibrated monitors, the
transition can be made easier by applying
system-wide broad GLM 4 tweaks after
auto-calibration, such as a full frequency range
tilt. With a broad tilt, you don’t get distracted by
a spectral balance that feels ‘off’, while still
being able to take advantage of a monitoring
frequency response without misleading bumps
or dips.
In conclusion, reliable, coherent monitoring is
an essential foundation in professional audio,
regardless of whether you are working in music,
broadcast, film or gaming, because listening is
formative. Therefore, you are not just creating
the best possible program or music track, you
are also investing time in solidifying or eroding a
personal sensory baseline, whenever a room
and monitoring system is being used. GLM 4 is
the guarantee that your time is being
productively spent on both counts.
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